
Report Scammed Bitcoin Launches Service to
Assist Victims of Crypto Scams

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, UNITED

STATES, January 17, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Scams using

digital currencies like Bitcoin are a

widespread sort of financial fraud

known as cryptocurrency scams. To get

consumers to transfer them bitcoin or

personal information, these frauds

often use strategies including phishing,

impersonation, and false promises.

Scammers of digital assets and

cryptocurrencies escaped with $1 billion in 2021. Scams continue to increase in number each

year and target unwitting investors all over the globe. Because of this, a well-known asset

recovery organization called Report Scammed Bitcoin has launched a service to assist

consumers in getting their stolen or lost money back from scams.

Report Scammed Bitcoin, located in Seattle, Washington, helps those who have fallen victim to

crypto and other online scams. As part of their services they offer free consultations and provide

contact with third-party crypto-recovery companies. With almost two decades of experience

protecting investors from scams, they offer top-quality advisory assistance, take steps to ensure

the recovery of an investment lost through scams or fraudulent websites and are strategy

leaders when it comes to dealing with each complaint. Their highly trained customer service

representatives are available 24/7 for those in need.

Losing money or cryptocurrency through a scam is a stressful event and Report Scammed

Bitcoin do their best to educate the public on such issues, hopefully preventing them before they

occur.

A whole host of beneficial materials can be found on their website including a blog outlining

Forex trading, crypto trading, Altcoins and information on crypto fraud recovery. There are also

blacklists on various different topics, from Forex Scammers to Investments to Cryptocurrency

Scammers and even an updated 2023 list on Scam Brokers.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://reportscammedbitcoin.com/
https://reportscammedbitcoin.com/scam-brokers/


Unfortunately, it is not always possible to prevent a scam and if an individual wishes to lodge a

crypto scam report, they can do so through the website. From there the aggrieved party can

report crypto fraud, report crypto scam website or report crypto currency scam. All complaints

are dealt with swiftly and with the utmost professionalism.

As a spokesperson for Report Scammed Bitcoin said:

“Being scammed or defrauded out of money is a very stressful occurrence. Many people don’t

report scam crypto companies or brokers, either feeling there is no chance of ever reclaiming

their money or are too embarrassed at getting scammed in the first place. This is a mistake. If

such an even should occur, the first thing to do is not be silent and report fraud. There are very

effective stolen crypto recovery services out there ready to help people who have been

scammed. The only way to stop these scammers is by speaking out!”

About Report Scammed Bitcoin

Report Scammed Bitcoin assists victims of crypto and other types of online scams reclaim their

money. They are based in Seattle, Washington and have over two decades of experience

advising, reporting, strategizing and supporting each complaint made to them.
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